
The Oregon Trail Gathering the Mavericks 
March 2022 dream by Clay Nash 
 
I had a dream March 2022. The dream began with Dutch Sheets creating a thread on 
Signal titled “Gathering the Mavericks.” In the thread Dutch requested those on the 
thread to meet him in Oregon City, Oregon. (Which happens to be the end of the 
Oregon trail). Dutch requested we arrive May 7th precisely. Upon arrival he informed us 
we were there to help gather and drive Maverick Steers back to Independence, 
Missouri. (Which happens to be the beginning of the Oregon trail). He instructed that 
the Mavericks must be brought to Independence in order to achieve independence. 
Dutch stated that as we found the watering holes where the Mavericks were gathered 
he would assign some to stay at the watering hole to keep other Mavericks that would 
gather there from muddying up the water holes in the future.  
 
He informed those there that they were to be assigned certain horses to make the 
journey on. The horse Dutch assigned me was a horse I once had owned. This horse was 
a full Appaloosa named Judge. He had my King Brand Saddle on him. (I still own this 
saddle today) Dutch was to ride the prettiest Buckskin I ever remember seeing. When I 
remarked of the strength and beauty in this horse, Dutch informed us that this horse 
was a descendent of John Wayne’s favorite horse “Sent” and it’s name was Messenger. I 
asked Dutch where the Mavericks were and his answer was, we must find them along 
the way. He informed us that it was highly strategic we start the journey on May 7th.  
The Grub wagon was there, packed and ready. Ken Malone pulled Dutch to the side but 
was within hearing and said, “Isn’t that Gordon Lindsey on the Grub wagon?” Dutch 
answered and said, “Yes, but he can still cook food with Heavenly nourishment and will 
bring healing along the way if needed.” Dutch began to inform those there of the 
various watering holes they would be dropped off at along the journey. Dutch did not 
assign me one. I asked why and his answer was, “You know about cattle drives and I 
need you to scout on the whole journey.” (I have never been on a cattle drive)  
 
We headed out 7 minutes after 3. At 3 minutes after 7 we arrived at the first watering 
hole to discover Mavericks there. Dutch assigned Mary Glazier and Eleanor Roehl to be 
watchman that night over the Mavericks. The process would repeat until the 12th 
watering hole which was Independence, Missouri. As we dropped off leaders at 
watering holes we picked up others who were there waiting. When we arrived at 
Independence, MO I stated, we must have over 10,000 Mavericks. Dutch informed us 
that there was actually 12,000 Mavericks and one Oxen. Dutch was asked, what are we 
to do with them. Dutch informed that they would be discipled to go forth into the fields 
ripe unto harvest and disciple the nation. Someone asked what about the Oxen. Dutch 
informed us the oxen’s name was Sign & Wonder and he would follow them in the 
discipling of the nation. Gordon Lindsey then informed Dutch that his assignment was 
up but others from the cloud of witnesses would be joining as needed. End of Dream.  
 


